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What is
interesting to me
about this topic?
Who is affected
by this topic?
What are the
major questions
surrounding this
topic?

Consider the
following questions: 
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Preliminary
research
Check if there are
grants available to fund
your research, and
review samples of
effective grant
applications.

1

Journal
selection
Review the sources
you considered when
selecting a topic.
Browse the content
published by them to
review their quality
and relevance to
your field.

Topic
selection2

Plagiarism
checking
Consider copyright
issues before you
begin writing to avoid
plagiarism.
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Thesis
determination
Draft a thesis
statement that
summarizes the main
claim of your paper
concisely and clearly,
preferably in one
sentence.

The Journal Article 
Writing Roadmap

Research your topic
to find reliable
evidence that
supports and
challenges your
perspective using
various types of
sources to cover the
full range of your
research field. 

Research5

Outlining

Introduction
Methods
Results
Discussion
Conclusion
References

Draft an outline
including the following
sections: 
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Use your outline as a
guide to draft the
required information.
Be sure to keep track
of your references,
and don't be afraid to
make changes as you
go.

Writing8

9 Revising
To write academic
journal articles that get
published, submit
perfectly polished
writing. This can only be
accomplished through
academic editing and
proofreading. 

If you don't want to deal
with the hassle of
formatting your paper to
your target journal's
guidelines, try Merudio's
Academic Formatting
Service at
https://www.merudio.com.

TIP!

To find reliable online
sources, check out these
17 Research Databases
for Free Articles on the
Merudio blog.

TIP!

Learn more about How to
Write a Great Thesis
Statement here on the
Scribendi blog.

TIP!

Merudio.com offers a
convenient academic
editing and proofreading
bundle by a subject-
matter expert so you can
prepare your work for
submission and
publication.

TIP!
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